The consequences of rotational-symmetry breaking in Heisenberg spin-glasses are studied with use of order parameters which are time-dependent SO(3) rotation matrices. A microscopic derivation of the hydrodynamic "triad" theory, including the effect of small magnetic fields and random anisotropies, is presented. In the mean-field limit the finitetime exchange stiffness and macroscopic anisotropy constants vanish near the transition 
The spin-glass (SG) It is useful. to define a basis of (n -1)m(m -1)/2 "normal modes" which span the space of fluctuations of the form (5). This is done via the n -1 eigenvectors of the equation (6) where I", ' is the microscopic time constant of a relaxational mechanism imposed on the system. One possible state of the system is given by Q "'(f, t') = q (t -t ') 6"'. However, the spins can al.so be uniformly rotated from their initial directions, an operation which does not change the thermal properties of the system as l.ong as the rotation is turned on slowly compared to I; '.
Thus, the most general. form of the order parameter is sence of free energy barrie-rs to unifor222 rota tions it is not necessary that Id8'/dtl be small compared to the macroscopic time scales of hopping over the barriers.
The time-dependent rotational symmetry has a clear analogy in the replica theory which we will use here for the sake of simplicity. In this theory, ' the system is replicated n times and its ensemble-averaged properties are calculated via a replica free-energy functional F{Q"&(i)] and taking the limit n -0. The order parameter is &Q"z"')=&8""(i)SS'(i)),where n &l3 are replica indices. The rotational. symmetry of the system is manifested in the invariance of the free energy under global SO(m) (7), we find p, =vTlim", (k'(58, '(k) x 68, '(-k)) } ', where 58,'(k) are angle fluctuations in the "direction" of any of the "finite time" eigenmodes u (1) (4) 
